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Intro...

1. For give my intru-sion but let me ex-plain
   For what hap-pens here is just shy

2. The stuff that you want-ed on Chriss-a-mass day
   But nev-er found use for on me

3. Do me a fav-or and try to use less
   So I can get some of this

of in-sane-

The rea-son my cos-tume is cov-ered with ash
it doth stay-
Your gar-bage it itch-es me much
junk off my chest
Yeah, Scrooge had an i-dea

just stick with the cash
Be-cause

I am the Ghost of Chriss-a-mas Trash
Ribbons and bows try to hide it
You

still find a load of crap in-side it
You thought you need-ed it from San-ta
I am the Ghost of Chriss-a-mas Trash

get it try to use it but you just can-t-a...
the Ghost of Chiss-a-mass Trash-
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